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Polter-Heist: Don’t Go Outside 
8 Player Expansion 

Polter-Heist: Don’t Go Outside brings all the spine-tingling fun of the 

original Polter-Heist to an 8 player game.  With all new areas to explore 

come all new discoveries to be made!  This expansion keeps all the 

excitement while letting even more people get in on the game.  The 

expansion is ideal for 6-8 players, but can be used to make 4 and 5 

player games even more interesting.  The expansion isn’t recommended for fewer than 4 players unless you want a 

really long game.  So on your next game night, invite everyone to play!  Sit back and enjoy, but don’t relax or you 

might find yourself haunting your friends! 

What’s New 

New Board 
3 New Areas (30 new tiles): 

- 2 fixed squares 

o With doorways to house 

- Guest House – 3 x 3”x6” tiles (6 to choose from) 

o Some with secret passages 

- Shed – 4 x 3”x3” square tiles (6 to choose from) 

o Some with secret passages 

- Yard 

o 3 x 3”x6” square tiles (6 to choose from) 

o 7 x 3”x3” square tiles (12 to choose from) 

o No secret passages 

o No walls 

New Pieces 
- 8 additional pawns 

o 4 Player Pawns 

o 4 Ghost Pawns 

- 4 Player Courage Cards 

- 4 Courage Marker Clips 

- 50 Discovery Markers 

o 15 Green Yard Discovery 

Markers 

o 35 Brown Building Discovery 

Markers 

- 2 Doorway Chips that go on the ends 

of the vertical 1st floor tile’s hallway. 

- 2 Key Tokens 

- 1 Treasure Token 
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New Outside Discoveries 
A new Outside Discoveries deck you incentive to go outside.  These cards offer some great benefits, but there 

is more risk, too! 

- 1 Second Treasure Card 

- 8 additional Ghost Detector Cards (3 of each part) 

- 4 more Increase Ghost Activity Cards 

- 18 more Encounter Ghost Cards 

- 6 more Bad Discoveries 

o 2 x Diamond Ring – Causes you to encounter ghosts on rolls of 3 & 11 also. 

o 2 x Skeleton – Causes you to drop two items or let an opponent take one item AND lose 1 

Courage Point. 

o 2 x Spider Web Trap – Causes you to miss your next turn. 

- 3 more Candles 

- 3 more Liquid Courage 

- 2 more Satchels 

- 1 more Instant Courage 

- 1 more Run In Fear 

- 2 Keys to unlock outside buildings 

- 6 Ghost Repellant – sends a ghost to attack one other player instead. 

- 4 Discovery Stashes - Take 2 Discoveries (one from each deck or two from outside deck) 

- 6 Panic Cards - Roll Again but only after a Ghost Encounter (can be used later) 

- 3 Skateboards (+3 movement) 

Outside Setup 
Setup for the outside is similar to the setup for the inside.  Separate the tiles into four piles: Guest House, Shed, Yard 

– 3”x3” Tiles, and Yard – 3”x6” Tiles.  Choose the appropriate number of tiles for each section of the outside board 

and place the tiles face down.  Follow the grid outline marked on the board.  For the Guest 

House make sure the hallways on the tiles are aligned similar to the first and second story 

tiles in the main house.  For the Shed, align the hallways so they meet in in a cross at the 

center of the building.  3”x6” Yard Tiles should be aligned with the door stoop touching the 

hallways of the buildings.  3”x3” Yard Tiles can be positioned in any alignment to fill in 

between the other tiles. 

Place the two Doorway Chips onto the ends of vertical 1st floor tile’s hallway.  The red 

door should be at the top of the tile and the blue door should be at the bottom of the tile.  

These are the doors to the outside.   

For games with 4 or fewer players, remove two complete sets of Ghost Detector cards from the main game’s 

Discovery Cards deck and one complete set from the Outside Discoveries deck.  For 5 player games, remove one 
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complete set of Ghost Detector cards from the main game’s Discovery Cards deck and one complete set from the 

Outside Discoveries deck.  For 6 player games, remove two Ghost Detector pieces from each Discovery Cards deck; 

be sure the combined pieces make up a whole Ghost Detector. 

Follow the instructions for setting up the Discovery Cards deck for the main game and use the same process for 

setting up the Outside Discovery Cards deck.   

See below for new rules regarding the Treasure since there are now two Treasure cards. 

New Rules 
The basic rules are the same.  There are a few new ways to move throughout the outside yard and buildings and 

several new discoveries that have new effects. 

Movement 

Movement is allowed between the spaces on the first floor that have the Doorway Chips  on them and 

the spaces on the outside board with the Doorway symbol  in the corresponding color.  The spaces are 

treated as adjacent, just like Secret Passage spaces on the main board.  Players can only move between 

doorways of the same color. 

There are no walls in the yard, but there are in the buildings.  You must also only enter buildings through the 

doors indicated on the larger 3”x6” yard tiles.  Yard tiles can be flipped over as soon as they are landed on.  

3”x3” Yard tiles should be flipped either horizontally or vertically, but not rotated. 

Discoveries 

Discoveries made outside should be covered with the Discovery Markers from this expansion.  Cover 

Discovery Spaces in the Yard (green tiles) with the green Discovery Markers.  Cover Discovery Spaces in the 

Shed or Guest House with the brown Discovery Markers.  If all of the Discovery Markers for the Yard are used 

up, take one chip from a Yard tile that is not adjacent to the current tile.  If all of the Discovery Markers for 

the buildings are used up, take one chip from the other building.   

Note: It is possible for all of the spaces in the buildings get covered and still have available Brown Discovery 

Markers.  If this should happen, take the remaining Brown Discovery Markers from the stash and 5 Discovery 

Markers from each building and remove them from the game.  For example, if all of the building tiles 

revealed have the minimum number of Discovery Spaces and all 32 have been covered, take the remaining 

three Discovery Markers and 5 additional Discovery Markers from each building and set them aside.  The 

revealed spaces may now be discovered again.  When discovering a newly uncovered space, take a Discovery 

Marker from the other building.   

You may never remove Discovery Markers from a room that the current player is in, or from underneath any 

player pawns.  Discovery Markers should be removed from unoccupied rooms whenever possible. 

Outside Buildings 

The two buildings outside of the house can only be entered when a player finds a key.  If a player has 

a key they may unlock and enter a building.  The key is removed from the game once used (thus 

both keys must be discovered to use both buildings).  Once a building is unlocked all players may 
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enter it.  Buildings have numerous discovery spaces and secret passages back to the main house. 

The Treasure 

There are now two Treasures that must be discovered.  There is one Treasure inside the house and one 

outside.  Once a Treasure is found it must be carried back to the main exit as usual, but once a player exits 

the house with the first Treasure they must re-enter the house and continue searching for the second 

Treasure.  As soon as the first Treasure is removed from the house the Ghost Activity timeline increases to 

Midnight, even if it hasn’t progressed that far via Increase Ghost Activity cards yet. 

If a player has dropped the Treasure and no other player has retrieved it in the next round, the ghosts of the 

mansion retrieve it and hide it again, just as in the standard game.  Remove the Treasure token and shuffle 

the Treasure card back into the appropriate Discovery Cards deck along with about half (a cut deck is fine) of 

the cards in that Discovery Cards deck’s discard pile (remember to shuffle the discard pile to make sure you 

have a mix of cards and not a bunch of Ghost Encounters). 

Treasure variation for a quicker game, or games with 4 or fewer players: 

Since there are now two Treasure cards, one for each Discovery Cards deck, it is possible to find the Treasure 

either outside or inside.  Once the Treasure is found, if the second Treasure card is turned up in the other 

Discovery Cards deck it should be set aside and the player draws another Discovery Card. 

If a player has dropped the Treasure and no other player has retrieved it in the next round, the ghosts of the 

mansion retrieve it and hide it again, just as in the standard game.  Remove the token and shuffle each 

Treasure card (if both cards have been uncovered) back into the appropriate Discovery Cards deck along with 

about half (a cut deck is fine) of the cards in that Discovery Cards deck’s discard pile (remember to shuffle the 

discard pile to make sure you have a mix of cards and not a bunch of Ghost Encounters).  If the Treasure Card 

from the other Discovery Cards deck was not yet discovered, leave it in its position in that deck and don’t 

reshuffle that deck. 

 

Ghost Players 

Note that there are two new  spaces on the Outside Board.  These spaces won’t be locations non-ghost 

players can be sent to as the result of a Phantom, but a Ghost Player can go to one of them after attacking 

another player or rolling a 1. 

Ghost Players can move from any  space on the Inside Board to a  space on the Outside Board, and vice 

versa,  as if they were adjacent, just the same way other players can use Secret Passages. 

Ghost Players may also move directly from any space on the right most side of the Inside board (farthest 

from the foyer) to any space on the left most side of the Outside Board (in the yard, farthest from the 

buildings) as if they were adjacent, and vise versa.   

Ghost Players may also move between the standard doorway spaces as if they were adjacent like any other 

player. 
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For games with 5 or fewer players, Ghost Players may move diagonally in the Yard.  They may not move 

diagonally in the Shed or Guest House. 

A Ghost player may not move between the two boards more than once per turn. 

New Discoveries 
In addition to more of the existing discovery cards, there are 5 new good discovery cards: 

- 2 x Key Cards – Keys will allow players to unlock the outside buildings.  When a player draws a Key Card the 

card is removed from the game and they take a Key Token.  Players keep the Key Token with them until they 

enter one of the outside buildings.  Once used to unlock a building, the Key Token can be placed inside the 

building (to indicate that the building is unlocked, in case the player is killed or sent somewhere else before 

flipping a room tile within the building).  Any player can enter the buildings once they are unlocked.  Keys 

cannot be stolen by a Poltergeist.  In the event that a player turns into a Ghost while carrying a key, place a 

Key token on the game board in the space where the player was killed.  If a player lands on the space 

containing the Key Token they may pick it up and use it. 

- 6 x Ghost Repellant Cards – Ghost Repellant can be used to repel a ghost.  When drawing a Ghost Encounter 

card, a player can use this card to make the ghost leave them alone.  The ghost then attacks one other player 

instead.  The player plying the card decides who the ghost should attack.  The new player being attacked may 

also play a Ghost Repellant card to send the ghost to another player (but not back to the player who sent the 

ghost to them, or any other player in a chain of Ghost Repellant users).  Players may also use a Candle if a 

ghost is sent their way.  Once used the Ghost Repellant card is discarded.  Ghost Repellant cards cannot be 

used to thwart a rolled ghost or a ghost sent to them by a Ghost Player. 

- 4 x Discovery Stash Cards – Discovery Stash means you’ve discovered several items.  Collect the next two 

Discovery Cards.  Players can choose to take one card from each Discovery Card deck, or both cards from the 

Outside Discovery Cards deck.  At least one card must be from the Outside Discovery Cards deck.  Ghost 

Encounters are resolved as usual, including drawing again if the player has a Ghost Detector.  The card is 

discarded after use. 

- 6 Panic Cards – When a player Panics they may take another turn but only after drawing a Ghost Encounter 

card.  Resolve the Ghost Encounter and then take another turn.  The card can be saved and used later.  It is 

discarded after use.  Panic cannot be used in conjunction with a Ghost Repellant card. 

- 3 x Skateboards – Skateboards let you move faster.  While you have a Skateboard your movement is 

increased by +3, so if you roll a 4 you can move up to 7 spaces, if you roll a 12 (and don’t encounter a ghost) 

you can move up to 15!  Skateboards stay with you, but can be stolen by a Poltergeist or another player (see 

bad discoveries).  Skateboard effects are not multiplied if a player has more than one skateboard card. 

There are also 3 new bad discovery cards: 

- 2 x Diamond Ring – The Diamond Ring causes you to encounter ghosts on rolls of 3 & 11 also.  The Diamond 

Ring stays with you until a Poltergeist steals it or you drop it from a Spider or Skeleton. 

- 2 x Skeleton – If you find a Skeleton you get frightened.  You can either drop two items or let an opponent 

take one item.  You also lose one courage point.  If you chose to let an opponent take one item they choose 

one item at random.  Turn your item cards face down and mix them up.  Choose an opponent and they select 

one of your cards at random to add to their items.  The opponent may end up with another bad 

discovery (Diamond Ring, Haunted Doll, or Ancient Mask) if you had that. 
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- 2 x Spider Web Trap – You have gotten wrapped up in a giant spider web (probably from one of those giant 

spiders roaming around inside the house).  You’ve gotten a bit tangled and you have to miss your next turn.  

Discard after use.  
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Rooms: 
Guest House – 3 used per game, double sized tiles 

1. Bedroom / Bathroom 

2. Kitchen / Living Room 

3. Bunk Beds / Den 

4. Sitting Room / Bathroom 

5. Game Room / Porch 

6. Sun Room / Poker Room 

Shed – 4 used per game 

1. Whiskey Still 

2. Hunting Gear 

3. Gardening Tools 

4. Storage 

5. Storage 

6. Storage 

 
 

Yard – 7 used per game 

1. Flower Garden 

2. Vegetable Garden 

3. Wooded Coppice 

4. In Ground Pool 

5. Pond 

6. Gazebo 

7. Pet Cemetery 

8. Yard 

9. Yard 

10. Yard 

11. Yard 

12. Yard  

Yard w/ Entries – 3 used per game, double sized tiles 

1. Yard w/ Entry x 6

Card Ratios: 
Outside Discoveries       

Bad Discovery 6 8.33% 8.33% 

Increase Ghost 
Activity 4 5.56% 

 Encounter Ghost 18 25.00% 30.56% 

Ghost Machine 12 16.67% 
 Candle 3 4.17% 
 Floor Map 0 0.00% 
 Liquid Courage 3 4.17% 
 Instant Courage 1 1.39% 
 Run in Fear 1 1.39% 
 Keys 2 2.78% 
 Ghost Repellant 6 8.33% 
 Discovery Stash 4 5.56% 
 Panic 6 8.33% 
 Skateboard 3 4.17% 
 Satchel 2 2.78% 
 Treasure 1 1.39% 61.11% 

Total 72 
  

 

Dice Rolls: 
Roll Probability 

3 or 11 11% 
 
Add 11% to the probability of other rolls (see Polter-
Heist main rulebook). 

Credits: 

Game design by: George Jaros 

Special Thanks: Julie Zaborac, Mike Jaros, Sam Jaros 

Thanks: Neal Simon for the Polter-Heist name. 
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